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What are default settings?

Microsoft Word is a complicated software package that can 
be completely frustrating to use. I know at least one design 
professional who refuses to use MS Word, because of its 

complicated nature and how things “change” on the screen without 
you asking them to.

When things in MS Word don’t work the way you really want them 
to, it’s often because of the software’s default settings. Imagine that 
this software is designed by programmers. They’re not like us, they 
don’t use the software every day. 

Somewhere along the line, though, the software programmers make 
decisions. “OK, MS Word can do ‘this’ and 300 other things, but 
what should be the first option? What’s the default setting?” 

Someone decided what you might 
want

The programmers therefore make decisions about the software 
and these decisions are represented in the default settings (how 
your software behaves when it’s first installed). Someone else 

has made a whole bunch of choices for you about what you want. 
For example, you’ll want to have toolbars that automatically load 
with some cool buttons on them. (Have a look at your toolbars 
– do you see buttons that you’ve never used?) Wouldn’t it be much 
cooler if you could delete some of those things on your toolbars and 
instead add buttons for things you use all the time? For example, 
I’ve added a button that says “Go to Next Page” and one that 
says “Go to Previous Page.” I use them every day. I never use the 
Document Map button so I deleted it. More on customizing your 
toolbar in Chapter 1 > Lessons 5 & 6. 

The default font – the style of lettering (typestyle) that all of 
your new documents will start out as – has been pre-set by 
the programmers. Same with the document margins. And the 
dictionary used (UK English, US English, or Canadian English). Or 
whether hyphenation is turned on or off. You name it, someone has 
tried to guess what you want. 

Chapter 1. 
Default Settings
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I don’t like my default settings

Unfortunately, no one is going to like all of these default settings. 
You’re going to want to change things. But fiddling around with 
the settings on your software can be scary business. “What if I 

get something I don’t want? Maybe I will be worse off than when I 
started…”

Why doesn’t MS Word do what I want 
it to do?

Over the next few issues of this e-bulletin “Why doesn’t MS Word 
do what I want it to do?”, I’ll show you how to adjust some of 
these items: default fonts, margins, turn off autoformatting, 

bullets and numbering. We’ll customize a few toolbars. We’ll 
change where and how your documents are saved. Soon you’ll be 
amazed at how great the software really is (but only once you’ve 
turned off the most irritating features and made it your own).

A note about software versions

I am using Microsoft Word 2003. Some of my screen images 
and descriptions of menus and choices may be worded slightly 
differently in your version of the software. 

Don’t worry, all of the things I’m going to show you can absolutely 
be applied to your version of the software. The wording or the 
screen shots may be a tiny bit different, but the features and their 
uses are the same.

Please call me if you get stuck on any of these steps (office hours: 9 
am to 3 pm Vancouver time, ph. (604) 738-5640 or toll free (877) 
700-5640). When you call me, be sure you are sitting in front of 
your computer, with the software open, and check first to see what 
version of MS Word you’re using. 

How to check your version of MS 
Word
1. From the menu across the top of your screen 

(File | Edit | View | Insert …), 
choose Help > About Microsoft Word.

A window will open up like this one:

Make note of the item circled above. If you need to call me, this is 
one of the first questions I’ll ask you.
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I like a font called Georgia. And I like it to be a bit smaller 
than usual, at 11.5 points instead of 12 points. Maybe you like 
Tahoma 10 pt. Or Garamond 11 pt. Most of us are tired of 

Microsoft Word’s default font: Times New Roman. 

OK, but why would you want to change the default font? Well, each 
time you start up a new document, you have to manually select the 
font you want to use. Do you pick the same font almost every time? 
Wouldn’t it be easier if this choice was automatic? 

Let’s make it automatic, and let’s include the font size as well. If 
all of your correspondence, letters, reports, or grocery lists usually 
end up in Book Antiqua 10 pt, then let’s make that your default 
font setting. You can always change it later, manually, within the 
document, while you’re typing. The default font is simply the place 
where things will start.

Lesson 1. 
Default Font
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1. From the Menu across the top of your screen (File | 
Edit | View …), click on Format > Font. 

 A window will open up that looks like this:

2. In the first part of the window (Part A), choose the 
Font that you like best – your new default font. 

For this example, you can leap right in and pick your own 
font now, or you can use my favourite, Georgia.

3. In Part B, choose the Font Style (style of lettering) 
you’d like.

You’ll probably want Regular; most of us don’t write entire 
documents in Italics or Bold. Instead, we apply bold and 
italics only when needed.

4. In Part C, pick your default Font Size.

You can pick from the list of font sizes provided, or you 
can type in the value you want. You can pick 10, or 12. You 
can type in 10.5. And while 13 isn’t listed as a choice in the 
preset list, you can enter it manually in the Size portion of 
this window.

MS Word is limited in its font sizing choices. You can only 
pick whole or half numbers – such as 10 or 10.5 or 11 (but 
not 11.3). 

Other design software packages are better at handling fonts. 
MS Word isn’t really the best tool for high-end design work. 
MS Word is more suited to regular office documents such as 
reports and letters. If you’re doing fancy layout work, this 
font restriction is one big reason to use another application 
such as Adobe InDesign or QuarkXPress. 

But ... for most regular office uses, these font sizes 
are more than enough. My favourite size for regular 
correspondence is Georgia 11.5. This particular font runs a 
bit large at the full 12-point size for my liking, so I use 11.5.

Again, remember that the font you set now can always be 
changed manually in every document you create. What you 
want to pick here is your “usual” starting point. 
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5. In Part D of the window, click on the button 
Default…

Here’s where things get exciting. By clicking “Default…” you’re 
telling the software that the settings you’ve just made ABOVE are 
to now become the new DEFAULT settings for every new document 
you create. 

A scary warning window comes up. These scary windows 
are what make people afraid to customize their software. 

But you’re not worried. And you don’t have to understand 
what a NORMAL template is yet. It’s not really relevant at 
this point.

6. Click “Yes”.

7. To test that your new settings have been 
implemented, from the menu at the top of your 
screen, choose File > New > Blank Document.

8. Type a few characters in your new document 
window. You should now be using your new font 
settings as the default. 

If you’ve chosen my favourites, Georgia 11.5, you’ll see this:

The text you entered will now be in your chosen font, font 
style, and font size.

Continued
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Upcoming e-bulletins

Here’s a complete list of the e-bulletins for Chapter 1: Default 
Settings:

Lesson 1. Setting your default font 

Lesson 2. Setting your default margins, page size, page 
orientation (portrait or landscape)

Lesson 3. Setting the default language (US English, etc.) and 
the hyphenation feature explained

Lesson 4. Turn off the most irritating “help” features of MS 
Word. Do the helpful paperclip or the searching dog make 
you crazy? 

Lesson 5. Toolbars – customizing (Part 1)

Lesson 6. Toolbars – creating and deleting (Part 2) 

Lesson 7. Using the Autocorrect feature to create shortcuts 
when you’re typing

Lesson 8. Changing the startup directory (where your files 
are stored) and how often files are automatically saved for 
you

Lesson 9. How to turn off automatic capitalization, turn off 
capital corrections, turn off hyperlinks, turn on automatic 
fractions, turn on long dashes

Lesson 10. Returning Word to the default settings

Feedback

P   lease take a few seconds to provide me with anonymous
 feedback on this lesson. Your input helps improve the way 
these e-bulletins are written. You’ll be asked a few questions 

about how easy it was to use, if there were any steps that are a bit 
confusing, if there are any mistakes, or if you require more detailed 
clarification:

Click here to provide feedback on Lesson 1 > Default Font 

or you can type the following text directly into your web browser:
http://www.totheletter.ca/feedback.lesson1.htm

Forward this lesson

Do you know someone who might also find this lesson useful?  If 
 you’d like me to forward them a copy of this e-bulletin, click on 
the link below:

Click here to forward this lesson to someone else

or you can type the following text directly into your web browser: 
http://www.totheletter.ca/forward.lesson1.htm
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